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ENHANCE
your leadership skills.

ENGAGE
in lifelong learning.

INCREASE

your earning potential.
Earn a B.S., M.S. or Ed.S. in
Career and Technical Education
Leadership 100% ONLINE.
The University of Central Missouri helps you take opportunity
and turn it into action. The School of Professional Education
and Leadership has academic programs to meet your needs
in Educational Technology, Library Science, Counseling
Education, College Student Personnel Administration and
Educational Leadership. Learning sequences are specifically
designed for teachers, administrators and industry personnel.

ucmo.edu/cte | ucmo.edu/spel
660-543-4452

Machines and Tools
Built for Education.
Compact, Capable Machines,
Easier to Learn and Use
PCNC 440
CNC Mill

Big Enough to Cut Almost Anything,
Small Enough to Not Intimidate
Tormach makes CNC mills, lathes, routers, and plasma tables.
They cut titanium, stainless, hardened steels, and softer
materials like aluminum and plastics.
Tormach’s fit in places most other CNC machines can’t go. We’re
the first choice of basements and garages, and educators like
Tormachs for being able to fit just one more in a classroom.
8L CNC
Lathe

1300PL CNC
Plasma Table

24R CNC
Router

Students like Tormach because their smaller size and PathPilot
controller are more approachable.

Friendly for
In-Person or
Virtual Learning

A Cost-Effective
Workshop
Is Possible

Owners love PathPilot®,
Tormach’s full-featured CNC
control software. It’s more
intuitive and takes away some
of the learning curve.

Tormach is a different kind of
machine tool company. Most
owners assemble and
commission their machines.
We don’t have a sales staff
(although we have pre-sales
consultants to help build
what’s needed).

But CNC Education’s secret
weapon might be PathPilot HUB.
It’s a browser-based,
full-featured version of PathPilot.
Students can program in it, create
usable G-Code, and prove out
programs virtually.
Replace bulky and expensive CNC
simulators. Seats are free. FREE.

xsTECH CNC
Router/Mill

TORMACH.COM

We offer more value as a result.
Owners do their own
maintenance, too. So the cost of
ownership with Tormach won’t
hamstring future budgets!
Tormach is built for today
and tomorrow.

Interested in trying PathPilot HUB?
Take it for a test drive at hub.pathpilot.com/learn.

LEADING EDGE

REPRESENTATION
MATTERS
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT STARTS IN OUR CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (CTE)
PROGRAMS. AS A GLOBAL ECONOMY EXPANDS FURTHER, CTE MUST CONSIDER ITS ROLE
and responsibility to improve representation — among our role models,
partners and in the classroom.
This April issue of Techniques features articles from educators and CTE stakeholders designed to inspire reflection as well as action. We must confront vast systemic inequities in
order to design more equitable learning opportunities in fields such as science, engineering,
technology and math (STEM). Michael Owens wrote,
“A large amount of STEM course material does not include equitable representations of
success. This lack of diversity leads students to perceive that they do not fit the mold, that
they don’t have what it takes to be successful within the STEM field. When teachers present
diverse recruitment material, students develop greater regard for the content area.”
The Center for Global Education at Asia Society, a group that partners with organizations and
educators to craft professional development courses and resources, encourages readers to build
deeper connections to diversity. Their research proves that a diverse workforce is more productive and happier overall. Jennifer Manise, Kirsten Bullington and Heather Singmaster wrote,
“How do you attract a more diverse set of students into your classes? How do you prepare
them with both technical skills and the global mindset needed to succeed?
“To build a more inclusive classroom, you must begin to understand your own point of
view.” Before connections may be made with students, CTE teachers and administrators
must learn to recognize and dismantle their own implicit biases.
ACTE promotes high-quality CTE programs for diverse audiences. We continue
to build an inclusive culture that encourages, supports and celebrates the diversity
of the CTE community.
We are committed to equity, access, inclusion and diversity (IAED) throughout
our organization. An advisory group was founded to provide recommendations, expertise
and outreach to support ACTE’s IAED initiatives. Members and stakeholders are encouraged to contribute:
• Offer resources and speaker suggestions to include on a dedicated IAED webpage
• Submit a proposal for the IAED in CTE column in Techniques
• Encourage your local CTE community to reference the Access and Equity element in
ACTE’s Quality CTE Program of Study Framework
• Join the IAED Advisory Group
In addition, the IAED Mentorship Program is open to any ACTE member interested in
educational equity. Participants review literature and engage in productive discussions
about the issue of representation — and why it matters so deeply.

Doug Major
President
ACTE Board of Directors
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OPPORTUNITY FOR RISING
STUDENT DESIGNERS!
Student Winners Honored in Concert With
ACTE Excellence Award Winners

2021 ACTE VIRTUAL AWARDS GALA
ELIGIBILITY

STUDENT
Trophy Design

CONTEST

The contest is open to secondary, postsecondary and adult
CTE students in 3D-design courses or other CAD courses.
Students may enter as individuals or as teams of no more
than two people.
The first-place designers will receive:
- $1,000 scholarship prize for the winning team
- Free one-year lease of a 3D printer and materials for the
winner’s school, courtesy of Stratasys
- Winner and Teacher to be recognized at the 2021 ACTE
Virtual Awards Gala.
- 3D-printed copy of their award, courtesy of Stratasys
- Recognition in ACTE’s promotional channels, Techniques
magazine and more!

DEADLINE: MAY 1, 2021
HOW TO ENTER
In partnership with

ACTE is now accepting entries! Learn more about the contest
and our prizes at www.acteonline.org/trophy_design_contest.

The winning design of the 2020 contest was created by
Sara Tatreau from Kent Career Tech Center in Michigan.
For her winning design, Tatreau received $1,000 and a
free one year lease of a 3D printer for her school.

Association for Career and Technical Education • 1410 King Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: 800-826-9972 • acteonline.org • Connecting Education and Careers
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2021–22 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
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SEPTEMBER 2021:
THE INCLUSION ISSUE (AT ACTE’S CAREERTECH VISION 2021)

FEBRUARY 2022:
THE EQUITY ISSUE

ACTE’s CareerTech VISION is the premier gathering place for
career and technical educators to network and learn together.
Techniques’ September print issue will demonstrate a commitment to inclusion in CTE, offering a first look at professional
development to come. And, so, tradition goes — to VISION
2021 — but with a twist. Content we seek will:

CTE must break down generations of systemic inequities,
examining the ways in which implicit biases influence program
development and content delivery. Diverse students face
significant barriers to entry (e.g., eligibility & transportation
requirements, exclusionary discipline). Only when we address
these challenges can we develop more equitable learning
environments. Content we seek will:

• Explore the ways in which inclusive classrooms may improve
outcomes for all students

'21

• Share strategies for creating community relationships &
business partnerships to broaden inclusivity in career and
technical education (CTE) programs

OCTOBER 2021:
TEACHERS INSPIRE (DIGITAL ISSUE)

Teachers work tirelessly to prepare today’s students for the careers of tomorrow. Across ACTE divisions and the nation, career
and technical education builds a strong foundation of technical
and employability skills. CTE teachers, Techniques dedicates its
October digital issue to you. Content we seek will:
• Explore innovative teacher education programs
• Offer best practices for recruitment and retention

'21

The October 2021 issue of Techniques will include a special feature on 2021–22 fellows in the Postsecondary Leadership Success Program at ACTE — Sponsored by ECMC Foundation.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2021:
THE ACCESS ISSUE

A great many students face barriers that may prevent them
from accessing career and technical education. CTE educators develop high-quality programs that align with students’
real-world goals, but they must make that programming available to all students. Content we seek will:
• Emphasize an urgent need to eliminate participation barriers, offering guidance and resources to enhance work-based
learning experiences, CTSO participation and articulated
credit arrangements

'21

• Feature the development of high-quality CTE programs in
historically under-resourced communities

JANUARY 2022:
TECH EVOLVES (DIGITAL ISSUE)

Since the late 20th century, the rate of technological advancement has increased exponentially — but perhaps never more
so than since COVID-19 emerged. Techniques encourages interested parties to navigate where there are new intersections of
technology, education and the workforce. Content we seek will:
• Explore new and emerging technology, as well as out-of-the-box
approaches to leverage existing tech for CTE student success

'22

• Offer strategies to address new skill development in a postCOVID-19 landscape

• Demonstrate the role of program enrollment and performance data analysis in determining where support is needed
for student success

'22

• Offer strategies for designing facilities, equipment, technology and materials in a manner that is free from bias, inclusive
and non-discriminatory

MARCH 2022:
STUDENTS LEAD (DIGITAL ISSUE)

Today’s students are tomorrow’s industry leaders. Invest in their
future. Challenge them! Offer rigorous assignments and empower them to lead. Career and technical education students
will rise to the challenge. Techniques seeks content to publish
in March 2022 that will:
• Explore the benefits of career and technical student organization (CTSO) involvement

'22

• Discuss innovative approaches to career exploration via workbased learning

APRIL 2022:
THE DIVERSITY ISSUE

Pathways in career and technical education represent the vast,
varied interests of a global workforce. But much work must be
done to increase diversity among CTE student populations, and
among CTE faculty as well. Techniques encourages interested
parties to consider the impact of diversity on student engagement. Content we seek will:
• Showcase high-quality CTE programs conducting effective
outreach to diverse populations of students, faculty and
stakeholders

'22

• Offer guidance on powerful messaging to diverse audiences

MAY 2022:
CTE CONNECTS (DIGITAL ISSUE)
Career and technical education draws lines for students, connecting their interests and talents with the needs of employers.
As the dynamics of our working world continue to evolve, our
education systems must also. Innovate! Content we seek will:
• Focus on developing high-quality CTE programs that prepare students for further education, as well as in-demand and
emerging careers

'22

• Offer strategies for implementation of authentic, engaging
work-based learning experiences
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Techniques has been ACTE members’
go-to source for all things career and
technical education (CTE) for nearly
25 years. In print and online, readers
can expect to discover innovative
classroom management strategies;
grow in their understanding of inclusion, access, equity and diversity; feel
a sense of community here.
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To learn more about membership,
visit acteonline.org/join.

EQUIPMENT
• Designing for equitable learning
• Virtual VISION, a timely resource for CTE educators
• Converting CTE programs online
• Countless possibilities & limitless potential
• Nurturing students’ interests in STEM during COVID-19
• Spotlight on educational institution members

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION FOR
CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
ACTEONLINE.ORG • $7.00

Are you subscribed? If not, do!
Techniques is a favorite benefit
among members of the Association for Career and Technical
Education. ACTE also welcomes
nonmember and institution (library
and university) subscribers. Give
the gift of Techniques to a new
teacher or yourself, or share it with
your peers to help them connect
with the CTE community! To
learn more, visit acteonline.org/
techniques.
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• Accessibility for All

To learn more about Techniques, or to
submit a brief proposal for consideration, visit acteonline.org/techniques.
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CLASSROOM CONNECTION

nity involvement (from parents, teachers
and members of the community), and
good design.

A quality CATE facility should
meet educational goals.

FIVE WAYS TO BUILD
A MODEL FOR
CONTINUOUS LEARNING
By Rechel Anderson

JASPER COUNTY SCHOOLS USES MODERN SEATING, VIBRANT COLOR SCHEMES, AND MOBILE
furniture to create an engaging, productive
learning environment that students love.
A career and technology education
(CTE) center lingered near the top of
Jasper County’s to-do list for years. But
it wasn’t until 2020 that all of the ideas
10
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came together to develop a brand-new
facility for students.
To build the state-of-the-art Jasper
County School District Career and Advanced Technology Education (CATE)
Center facility from scratch was a daunting endeavor that requires consistent
planning, stakeholder support, commu-

Jasper County carefully selected builders
that had positive reputations and that
could stay within budget while offering a
quality product. The same care was taken
when selecting MiEN Company as a furniture partner, knowing that they would
stay within budget while meeting the
district’s broader vision.
Consider five more steps Jasper took to
ensure that the new facility would serve
as a model for continuous learning:

1. Involve key stakeholders.
Make sure the individuals at the table
during the planning stages truly have a
voice in the process. This isn’t something
that can be accomplished with one decision-maker and a group that goes along
with the process. Get your teachers, parents, community members, board members and other stakeholders involved
right in the beginning.

2. Choose quality partners.
Jasper County leaned heavily on partners
like MiEN, which came in and not only
matched the district's needs with quality,
modern furniture, but also stayed within
budget and lent their expertise through the
entire project. They listened and learned
our challenges, and then they helped select
the very best options for Jasper County's
acteonline.org
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specific needs — from the furniture to the
materials to the color schemes.

whole process. That level of accountability contributed to the overall success
of the project.
3. Create a “wow” factor.
Today, our new CATE facility serves as
For our new CATE facility, Jasper County a model for continuous learning and is a
selected comfortable, collaborative furni- cornerstone for high school students who
ture that was moveable, built on coastare interested in career exploration. While
ers. Chairs, tables, shelving, charging
it certainly can be overwhelming to build
stations, and other elements that cona state-of-the-art facility from the ground
verge to create an inviting, engaging environment for students as they prepare up, anything is possible with the right vifor their future careers were also mixed sion, partners and planning.
into the design. The goal was to inspire
innovation. We wanted individuals to
Rechel Anderson, Ed.D., is superintendent
walk in and be wowed.

4. Build collaboration into
your process.

of Jasper County Schools in South Carolina.
Email her at rechel.anderson@jcsd.net.

Monumental undertakings like this one
require good collaboration from end to
end. For it to work, everyone has to adhere to the intended vision. They must
understand that vision, ask probing questions, and then help one another understand why certain steps are being taken.
Through good collaboration, a state-ofthe-art facility was developed that everyone can be proud of. Most importantly, it
supports students to thrive.

5. Keep partners accountable.
Select partners who will remain accountable, and who stand behind the
quality of the product. Throughout the
construction and design of our CATE
facility, Jasper County's community
partners answered all of our questions
and supported the district through the
acteonline.org
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INCLUSION, ACCESS, EQUITY & DIVERSITY IN CTE

SERVE

CTE SUPPORTS ENGLISH
LANGUAGE LEARNERS
By Elina Martinez Medina
MY EDUCATOR SERVICE BEGAN OVER A DECADE
AGO, WITH THE MOST AMAZING OPPORTUNITY TO
teach in a bilingual third grade classroom. In accordance with a federal consent decree, Denver Public Schools (DPS)
must meet the needs of our multilingual
learners. I was trained to ensure my students experienced Integrated Content
Language Development (ICLD); rigorous,
content-based instruction scaffolds to
support all learners. Shared strategies and
intentional instruction are critical for English language and career development.
My students thrived when they could
be critical thinkers, creators, and when
they were given freedom and support to
talk academically. And it was not just
happening in Spanish; they were sponges for the terminology in English with
supporting scaffolds.
I remained in close contact with
many of these students throughout my
educational journey. By the time they
became juniors and seniors, I was serving as an administrator and career and
technical education (CTE) director in a
working-class community high school in
12
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the heart of Denver, Colorado. The Mile
High City, which serves 90,000 students,
provided 18,701 college and career education classes in 2020–21. In addition to
recruiting to grow my school’s programs,
I wanted to share the opportunities that
CTE offered with students I had taught in
Spanish over the years. I knew they would
thrive in CTE because it was so hands-on.
As I began reaching out, I was surprised to
learn that students identified as still needing
to master English experienced barriers in
accessing CTE and other opportunities. Our
secondary school scheduling places CTE
classes and English language development
classes in the same elective block.
Many of our bilingual students were
demonstrating proficiency to earn a Seal
of Biliteracy upon graduation, proficient
in two or more languages. Open doors to
CTE, combined with the gift of language,
increase opportunities for valuable education and employer connections. When
faced with the challenge of access, the Multilingual Education Department (MLE) was
determined to make a win for our multilingual learners. We wanted to support teach-

ers in understanding that CTE classrooms
are the ideal place to learn language.
MLE created so many amazing resources. We just had to take the supports they
had and look at them with a CTE lens.

: Student talk is frequent,
S
accountable, and structured
• Clear expectations and modeling of
academic language
• Techniques to ensure equal participation (collaborative structures, turn-taking,
roles, choral response)
• Strategic grouping
• Opportunities for students to discuss in
home language, when appropriate

: Explicit instruction and
E
modeling of the academic

language needed for the content
occurs throughout the lesson

• Target language for instruction, such as:
• Academic vocabulary (word level)
• Grammatical structures or academic
phrases (sentence level)
• Academic conversation skills
(discourse level)
• Descriptive feedback is provided, both
on the use of academic language and on
the content, throughout the lesson

: Rigorous grade-level content
R
must be provided to all students via
the necessary supports for access

• Connection to personal experiences
and prior knowledge, and building of
background knowledge
• Differentiated sentence frames, sentence stems, and questioning
• Wait time and opportunities to process
with a peer
acteonline.org
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On February 1, 2021 Governor Polis declared by proclamation that February
will officially be recognized as CTE Month in the state of Colorado.
• Multiple exposures to important ideas,
reviewing/summarizing main points
• Home language materials provided
when needed

: Extensive use and interaction
V
with visual resources
• Pictures, photographs, videos
• Gestures
• Realia
• Graphic organizers, diagrams and
charts with color-coding
• Digital technology
• Modeling procedures and exemplar work

: Respectful, equitable and
E
encouraging learning environment

• Validation, respect, and encouragement of varied cultural perspectives
and use of home language(s)
• Culturally responsive practices
Our CTE classrooms are the perfect
place for English language learners because
our work is so hands-on. Whether students
are reading blueprints or using high-level
technical language, ensuring our students
can speak and read the world of their work
gives them a competitive edge in the workforce and grows our economy.
At DPS, the many diverse linguistic
and cultural backgrounds that our
students bring to the classroom enrich
our schools. DPS (n.d.) believes every
student’s home language and culture are
assets that [when] combined with our
English language skills, help students
achieve success in school and life.”

• Clear and consistent rituals and routines
• Modeling of encouraging, enthusiastic
and effort-based learning

9 out of 10

Employers rely on employees with
language skills other than English.

1 in 4

56%

Elina Martinez Medina is an educational
specialist in Denver, Colorado. Before

Say their foreign language
demand will increase in
the next five years.

working as a CTE specialist in Denver
Public Schools, she was a high school
administrator and bilingual elementary
educator for over a decade. Medina works
to ensure CTE programs create equitable opportunities, particularly engaging
students in high-wage, talent pipeline
growth in trade skill work. She received
both her undergraduate and graduate
degrees from University of Denver. She is
the proud mother of two adult sons and
a teenage daughter. Medina currently resides with her daughter and her two pups.
Email her at elina_medina@dpsk12.org.

REFERENCES

American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Language. (2019). Making
languages our business: Addressing
foreign language demand among U.S.
employers. Retrieved from https://
www.leadwithlanguages.org/wpcontent/uploads/MakingLanguagesOur
Business_ExecSummary.pdf.
Denver Public Schools. (n.d.). About
multilingual education. Retrieved from
http://thecommons.dpsk12.org/
Domain/107.

47%

State a need for language skills
exclusively for the domestic market.

U.S. employers lost business due to a lack of language skills.

1 in 3

Language-dependent U.S. employers report a language skills gap.
(American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 2019)
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A CONVERSATION WITH
DR. CHARLIE E. MCADOO II
tle Rock Central High School but attendCHARLIE E. MCADOO II, ED.D., IS A DISTINGUISHED
ed
Metropolitan Career and Technical
LEADER IN CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (CTE).

Center half of the instructional day. It
was there that I became the program director for the school radio station while
seeking industry certification in radio
broadcasting. After being awarded the
CTE student of the year, I realized that
CTE provided opportunity and affirmation for students like me.
For Techniques:
Growing up in a family of educators, I
always saw examples of work-life balance
Meet Dr. Charlie E. McAdoo II
and educational excellence. My maternal
great-great grandfather, W.W. Peyton, was
Please tell me a little bit about yourself. an educator and inventor. He received a U.S.
What inspired your interest in CTE?
patent in 1906. I have always understood
that I stand on the shoulders of giants.
I am originally from Little Rock, Arkansas,
but currently live in Atlanta, Georgia. I
What was your education experience
have been married to my wife Dr. Billynda like? What did you study?
Booth McAdoo for 19 years, and we have
two boys (Charlie III and Billy). They help
After high school, I knew that I wanted
keep me sane and provide perspective to
to attend a historically black college or
all of my pursuits. I enjoy reading, coachuniversity. My search led me to attend
ing, volunteering and watching sports.
Clark Atlanta University where I pursued
My CTE experience started in high
and obtained a bachelor of science in
school. I graduated from the historic Lit- business administration and marketing.
Dr. McAdoo teaches CTE business education courses at Carl G. Renfroe Middle
School in Decatur, Georgia. He also
serves as an inclusion, equity, access and
diversity (IAED) mentor in ACTE’s IAED
Mentorship Program.

14
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Twelve years later, I attended the University of West Georgia and obtained a
master of education in business education. After finishing my master’s program,
I went to Valdosta State University and
earned a doctorate of education in adult
and career education.
Each degree equipped me with tools to
become a stronger CTE practitioner. Additionally, I have had numerous learning
experiences that were instrumental to
my success. The Georgia CTAE LEAD Fellowship and guidance from my CTE Director Duane Sprull have been invaluable.
What barriers did you face in pursuit
of postsecondary education? How
did you overcome those obstacles?
The primary barrier that I faced during
my postsecondary journey was the fact
that there are only 24 hours in a day.
And though I couldn’t change this fixed
construct, I was able to make the most
of those 24 hours by improving my time
management skills. Time and family are
two of the most significant considerations
in all of my pursuits. Fortunately, during
my postsecondary education, I became
quite skilled at prioritization.
My family and academic mentors provided great examples of how to persevere
during postsecondary education. I overcame these challenges with guidance
from mentors like my father, Rev. Dr. C.E.
McAdoo, Dr. Sunil Hazari, Dr. Reynoldo
Martinez, and colleagues who offered
help and assistance.
How has COVID-19 affected CTE
program activities in your school?
COVID-19 has greatly affected all
education program delivery. Student
acteonline.org
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instruction has shifted to remote formats. And teachers have had to pivot
while still creating lessons that meet
the needs of all students. The CTE program delivery at Renfroe has remained
strong and cohesive with the help of our
CTE director. We have maintained our
collaboration through the use of technology. Virtual meetings have replaced
face-to-face interactions.
Please briefly discuss your role with
ACTE’s IAED Mentorship Program. In
what ways do you hope that you will
grow in your participation?

As a current IAED mentor, I hope that
my experience and perspective can
help other members make a positive
impact within the organization. I have
participated in local, state, regional and
national ACTE events. I would like to
continue to learn more about ACTE and
become a greater advocate for members
with shared experiences.
What advice would you offer mentees
of the IAED Mentorship Program?
I would like for mentees to seek opportunities for leadership and visibility. If they

have any questions, they are always welcome to contact me directly.
Is there anything else you’d like to share?
I believe in the greatness of ACTE. My
hope is that that the organization mirrors and meets the needs of the communities that it serves. I truly believe that
this is possible, and I am willing to help
be the change that I would like to see.
This interview originally appeared in
Techniques online on Feb. 18, 2021.
acteonline.org/techniques

CORRECTION
IAED Mentorship Program participants
were featured with names and headshots in the February 2021 print issue
of Techniques. Regrettably, Dr. Charlie
E. McAdoo II’s headshot was omitted.
We apologize for the error.

acteonline.org
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ENSURE CAREER READINESS
BY BUILDING

DEEPER
CONNECTIONS
TO DIVERSITY
By Kirstin Bullington, Jennifer Manise & Heather Singmaster
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W

hat if you could guarantee your industry advisors improved business prospects of 20%
or even 33% if they recruited your students?
Do you think they would believe you? Do you
know that this is actually possible?
While diversity has topped everyone’s mind in the last
year, researchers and other stakeholders in higher education have worked toward equitable learning opportunities
for all students for more than a decade. In 2019, Cheryl
Strauss Einhorn, in Barrons, highlighted findings from
McKinsey & Company, the global consulting firm:

Gender-diverse leadership teams were more
likely to outperform on profitability (21%)
and value creation (27%). Organizations in
the top quartile for ethnic/cultural diversity
were more likely to achieve above-average
profitability — 33% more likely for diverse
executive teams and 43%, for diverse boards.
Another article, in Forbes (Cole, 2020), examined the benefits of having a diverse workforce:
• A broader talent pool
• Better understanding of customers
• Increased productivity
• Happier employees
At the same time, it can be challenging to attract and retain
diverse talent (Keller & Meany, 2017). Today’s global workforce demands a broader pipeline of candidates, those who
demonstrate mastery in both technical and employability
skills. Global skill development begins in your career and technical education (CTE) program.
How do you attract a more diverse set of students into your
classes? How do you prepare them with both technical skills
and the global mindset needed to succeed?

acteonline.org

TAKE A TEST!

To build a more inclusive CTE classroom, you should:

implicit.harvard.edu/
implicit/takeatest.html

1. Begin to understand your own point of view; The Wisconsin Department of Instruction recommends taking a test to
understand your own implicit bias.
2. Get to know the students in your school and individualize
your curriculum, incorporating cultural relevance into
classroom projects.
3. Recognize the value that diverse ideas and experiences can
bring to your CTE classroom.
April 2021
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Make explicit connections.

Take Kirstin Bullington, Next Energy
Engineering instructor, at Richland Two
Institute of Innovation (R2i2) in Columbia, South Carolina. She loves the ways in
which her students get to collaborate with
others from different schools and neighborhoods. Her project-based curriculum focuses on equity-centered design thinking, so
her students learn to appreciate how diversity of backgrounds, ideas and experiences
lead to more robust engineering solutions.
Careers in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) require interactions
with diverse audiences. Bullington recruits
students from all area high schools to
ensure that competitive teams — such
as Samsung Solve for Tomorrow and
Lemelson-MIT InvenTeams — reflect the
diversity of the district. Additional outreach programs to younger grades provide
support to those students who are underrepresented in STEM, particularly girls
and students of color.
Bullington encourages her engineering students to select issues that are
important to them. Granting students the
opportunity for self-directed learning will
highlight their unique talents. Each year,
students complete a solar project and
are required to create instructional videos explaining their process es. Several
students requested to make their videos
in Spanish, in order to share them with
family in their native countries. The bilingual videos helped the entire class learn
more of the technical vocabulary. As the
United States becomes more diverse, so
too must the instruction and inclusion of
all students in STEM and CTE.

Get to know your students.

Taking the characteristics of our students
into account, as Bullington does, allows us
to build stronger, more engaging lessons and
projects. The Center for Global Education at
Asia Society created a tool called, “Who Are
My Students?” to help you think about the
different kinds of diversity that exist within
your classroom. It includes the questions:
• What languages do your students speak
at home?
18
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• What are your students’ greatest talents?
• What is the overall attitude toward
learning in your class?
The tool can be used as an individual
reflection activity or, alternatively, incorporated into annual student surveys (respecting privacy of course). Once you get
to know your students, use their languages and backgrounds where and whenever
possible and appropriate. If comfortable,
you might also ask for their input on incorporating diversity into projects.
Bullington uses the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) as a springboard for students to share their personal
interests. The SDGs, 17 in total, were
unanimously adopted by all UN member
countries in 2015 — demonstrating a commitment to sustainability: addressing climate change, hunger and inequality. Asking
students to identify one of these goals, and
asking why, offers a great opportunity to
explore how different communities address
similar issues. Bullington learns more about
her students and what is most important
to them, while also helping them make
connections with their colleagues from different backgrounds. Most importantly, this
approach gives students a voice.

Engage in project-based
learning with a global focus.
Globally focused, project-based learning
creates a culture of collaboration that
draws students together as a team to
tackle complex and engaging problems
while they learn to recognize and respect
different opinions and ideas. As you begin
to consider global projects, create a before and after survey to highlight valuable
shifts in attitude.
Build student choice into your projects
up front. Allow students to choose project
topics, including topics related to key features of their cultures. When comparing
information with countries abroad, give students the choice to focus on countries that
reflect their ancestry. But students should
not feel pressure to do so. Remind them
that they speak for themselves and not their
whole culture, race, religion or ethnic group.

Expose students to wider diversity.

Pose questions to help students think
more broadly about people and cultures as
they begin their projects and then incorporate interactions with diversity where
you can. Showcase media and invite
speakers who represent diversity. (Consider gender, race, ethnicity rural/urban and
socioeconomic status.)
One positive aspect of virtual learning is how it has become somewhat
easier to schedule classroom visits with
experts. Bullington uses Nepris, an
application that facilitates connection
with industry professionals, to host
scheduled career chats with attention to
diversity. The tool also offers to connect
classrooms with expert mentors when
needed for a specific project.
Another great resource for international guest speakers at no cost is the
Peace Corps Speaker Match program.

Encourage students to expand
their thinking about people and
boundaries.

Group students strategically throughout
the year so they work with new and diverse groups of their peers. Seek out online
resources for support.
• The Human Library, based out of
Denmark, was created to promote
a greater understanding among
people of different backgrounds.
• An episode of "Finding Your Roots," with
Henry Louis Gates, will illustrate the
complexities of a single origin story.
• "Story Corps" was developed by National Public Radio to “preserve and share
humanity’s stories in order to build
connections between people and create
a more just and compassionate world.”

Learn through virtual exchange.

Virtual collaboration with schools in other
countries exposes students to diversity
and provides a path to authentic global
career readiness. When students connect
and collaborate with others in an international community, learning opportunities
grow exponentially.
acteonline.org

Global partners are easier to find than
you might imagine. As technology has
evolved, a variety of online platforms have
emerged to connect classrooms around
the globe.
In 2018, R2i2 started a virtual exchange with ITT Fedi Fermi School in
Pistoia, Italy, organized through The U.S.
Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA). The
robotics team at Fedi Fermi wanted to
build a robotic citizen science telescope
(Project PANOPTES) to search for exoplanets, and they sought to collaborate
and share the experience with an American school. ECA organized Zoom meetings every few months and connected
both schools with lead project scientists, including data scientists at Google
and a NASA physicist. Students shared
successes and setbacks. And despite
differing progression in the project, each
school gained invaluable experience in
communicating results to diverse audiences. The last exchange occurred in
early March 2020, when Italy was locked
down due to COVID-19, but schools in
the U.S. had not yet closed. The entire
Italian cohort joined the call, including
students who had to sit in their cars to
find quiet!

Prepare students for
respectful interactions.
In preparation for interactions with people from diverse backgrounds, ensure
students have the right mindset. Focus on
developing these four skills:
• Curiosity: Ask questions and listen
intently (to promote understanding and
acceptance of differences).
• Openness: Accept the things that are
different than what you believe is true.
• Empathy: Recognize the feelings of
others. Empathy attempts to view
the world through another’s eyes, to
understand how they experience the
world.
• Respect: Treat people equally. Respect
is shown through eye contact, posture
and tone of voice.
acteonline.org
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Encourage students to reflect on a time
when they felt respected and on another
when they felt disrespected. Leverage
resources, such as those found in Asia
Society’s Global CTE Toolkit, to lead
classroom conversations around respect
for diversity. Utilize these with students
in groups or pairs. Students will learn to
develop their own practical definitions
of respect, considering how to reflect
these ideas in their behavior. Work with
students to set norms for respectful conversations going forward.
Bullington’s students incorporate multicultural interpretations into their Microburst Learning EmployABILITY skills
course, which is open to all students at
the Richland Two Institute of Innovation. They consider situations involving
cultural norms. For example, while looking a supervisor in the eye is respectful
in some cultures, in others it may be
considered threatening or disrespectful.
Students brainstorm ways that respect
is shown verbally and visually and discuss how differences in perception can
lead to misunderstandings.
Kirstin Bullington is Next Energy Engineering instructor at Richland Two Institute
of Innovation in Columbia, South Carolina.
Email her at kbullington@richland2.org.
Jennifer Manise is executive director of
the Longview Foundation. Email her at
globaled@longviewfdn.org.
Heather Singmaster is director
of CTE in the Center for Global
Education at Asia Society. Email her
at HSingmaster@AsiaSociety.org.
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Resources
Asia Society’s Global CTE Toolkit provides many,
free CTE-focused resources to help you expose
students to diversity and global cultures.
AsiaSociety.org/CTEToolkit
• Sample projects, tied to global issues, are available for every CTE pathway — fully modifiable
and flexible to meet your needs.
• The Diversity section assists educators in creating a culturally responsive classroom that is
respectful of diversity and inclusive of all perspectives and backgrounds. A new Global Social
Justice Framework will help you think about equity across your CTE program. This is also where
you can find the “Who Are My Students?” tool.
• The Technology Tools for Global Education
section can assist in finding ways to connect
with schools abroad.
In partnership with ACTE, The Center for Global
Education at Asia Society has created online professional development modules that support CTE
educators to teach career readiness skills using
active, project-based learning integrated with global content. Modules on respect for diversity in the
classroom and connections to classrooms in other
countries can help you integrate the suggestions
above into your CTE program. The modules can
be accessed for free. CTELearn.org/CTE-lessons/
career-readiness-STEM-CTE
Asia Society’s new initiative, Education for Equity, wants all students to understand and act on
racism. Resources include lesson plans, activities,
a discussion series, and curated reading lists for
teachers, parents and youth. AsiaSociety.org/
education/education-equity
Additional resources include “Increasing Inclusivity
in the Classroom,” materials from the Center for
Teaching at Vanderbilt University. cft.vanderbilt.
edu/guides-sub-pages/increasing-inclusivityin-the-classroom/
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Fighting

Inequality

THROUGH POSTSECONDARY
TRANSITION PROGRAMS
By Sophia Alston

E

nsuring successful postsecondary transitions for all students, especially diverse students, is dependent on a deep analysis and deconstruction of our systems, particularly our educational system.
We need to seriously explore and implement solutions to end inequity. Inequity in our education
system is the central reason for poor postsecondary transitions for diverse students. Institutions
of higher education have begun to realize that there are major gaps in the educational experiences of diverse students. These gaps negatively affect students’ successful transition to postsecondary education.
Through programming and advocacy, higher education aims to fill the gaps.
Successful transition is largely based on the preparation received at the secondary level of education. Since
schools are largely funded by property taxes, more affluent schools are able to provide more funds for educational services (Biddle & Berliner, 2002). According to Baker, Farrie and Sciarra (2016),

The amount of state and local revenue raised drives the majority of current spending of
local public school districts, because federal aid constitutes such a relatively small share.
Furthermore, the amount of money a district is able [to] spend on current operations determines
the staffing ratios, class sizes and wages a local public school district is able to pay.
Therefore, schools located in poor areas are unable to provide equitable educational experiences for students.
These disparities only widen the gap between students who are prepared for postsecondary education and students who are not.
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High schools play a huge role in the
successful transition of students to postsecondary opportunities. The Education
Trust (2005), studying how to accelerate
learning for disadvantaged students,
found these students were successful
when schools:
1. Focused on preparing students for college
and careers.
2. Built partnerships with businesses and
colleges to support student goals.
3. Concentrated on academics, making sure
that struggling students received additional support. Students were encouraged to
challenge themselves academically.
4. Ensured that teachers and administrators
had high expectations for students.
As a diverse student, my transition to
postsecondary education was difficult. I
attended a poor high school — but I was
in the scholars’ program, designated as a
high achiever. The scholars’ cohort attended classes together; we had access to advanced placement courses. After graduating second in my class, I knew I was ready
for college. I decided to attend Colgate
University, a prestigious liberal arts college
in Hamilton, New York, where I was invited
to attend a summer program from the Office of Undergraduate Studies (OUS) aimed
at easing the transition to college.
School began, and I realized quite early
that my fellow students were prepared
for college. Many attended private and
high-ranking public high schools. They understood how to navigate college and how
to be successful, while I had to learn on my
feet. OUS helped me acclimate academically
and socially. From that time, I vowed to
work in a field where I could help mediate
educational inequities. And here I am, 17
years later: I create and lead programs and
support systems. And I teach students transitioning to postsecondary education.

Factors affecting successful
postsecondary transitions
The inequities in our educational system
are a major factor. Due to school funding
30
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and systemic racism, low-income students and students of color are not as
prepared for postsecondary opportunities. Many students will exhaust financial
aid before they can even complete prerequisite courses needed for their major.
Other students lack dedicated time to
study. For many low-income students,
their families depend on them to support
the household. Balancing school, work
and familial responsibilities is not easy.
Even navigating the postsecondary education environments themselves can
also be challenging. Many students don’t
know how to ask for help and lack effective study skills.
Postsecondary institutions are implementing programs to support the success
of diverse students.

Programs closing the gap
In universities

When I was a graduate student at the
University of Wisconsin (UW-M, 2021), I
worked for the College Access Program
(CAP). Program participants have the
opportunity to experience life as a college
student — learning about the college
application process, program offerings
and available financial aid; meeting
like-minded individuals; and building
employability skills. CAP also offers math,
writing and career development courses
to rising 10th and 11th grade students
who identify as first generation, racial
minority or low income. Many similar
pre-college programs work toward the
same goals: Expose students to college
and help them transition successfully.
Summer bridge programs like the one
I attended at Colgate University provide
both academic and social support for atrisk students. Many of these programs
report positive outcomes, yet more
longitudinal data needs to be collected
(Grace-Odeleye & Santiago, 2019).
Some high schools provide access to
dual-enrollment programs, which have
been shown to be beneficial for students
of color and first-generation students.
Dual-enrollment programs support

under-resourced school districts in their
efforts to provide academically challenging curriculum (Gleeson, 2020).

Through foundations

Many foundations also aim to fight
inequality through transition programming. While a graduate student at UW-M,
I received the opportunity to mentor a
group of students coming from Chicago
to the university via The Posse Foundation (2021). The program touts three
main goals:
• “To expand the pool from which top
colleges and universities can recruit
outstanding young leaders from diverse
backgrounds
• “To help these institutions build more
interactive campus environments so
that they can be more welcoming for
people from all backgrounds
• “To ensure that Posse scholars persist in
their academic studies and graduate so
they can take on leadership positions in
the workforce”
There are four major components to
the program: the Dynamic Assessment
Process where the Posse scholars are
identified, followed by the Pre-Collegiate
Training, the Campus Program, and the
Career Program. After conducting a
thorough application process, the organization offers full tuition scholarships to a
select group of students. These students
receive support and targeted opportunities throughout their education experience. They build a bond with one another
and support each other. This system ensures
that students don’t slip through the cracks;
it also helps to combat the isolation some
diverse students feel when they enter an
institution of higher education.
As a Posse program mentor, I conducted an off-site, pre-college bonding
experience with the group. We held biweekly group meetings to follow the curriculum, and I met weekly with students
one-on-one. In addition, I had regular
meetings and trainings with the foundaacteonline.org

tion staff. The program has accomplished
stellar outcomes for diverse students.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
(n.d.) also conducts two programs in tandem — the College-ready Education and
the Postsecondary Success Program — in
order to mediate educational inequality.
The College-ready program focuses on
high school students and aims for successful transition to college and beyond while
the Postsecondary Success Program aims
to increase the college completion rate of
low-income students.
The foundation achieves its goal using
three methods:
• Innovation
• Incentives
• Collaboration
It uses technology to help its partners
better support students. “By integrating
technology into online and hybrid courses
and into student advising, colleges can
support more students at a lower cost and
with better learning outcomes.” The foundation (n.d.) supports transition by using
the following measures:
We work with our partners to help
students transition easily between high
school and college, between colleges,
and out of college into a sustainable
career. These efforts include initiatives
to align high school graduation and
college-entry standards, improve placement testing, and develop remedial programs that help students quickly identify and close gaps in their high school
education. We also support efforts to
make course credits more easily transferable between colleges.
Financial issues also affect student success, so the foundation supports financial
aid programs for low-income and first-generation students.

Conclusion
I commend stakeholders in education
making serious efforts to create programming to help students transition
to postsecondary opportunities. These
acteonline.org

groups make great strides in helping students and their families accomplish goals
that have generational impact. But these
issues stem from the results of continued inequity in our educational system.
Diverse students enter the educational
system through the back door. I wonder:
What happens to the students who are
unable to access these programs? Don’t
they deserve an educational experience
that is not reliant on having access to
these programs?
We need to reexamine our educational
system. Ask a few critical questions: Why
are there so many inequalities in our educational system? Why do we continue to
fund schools on property taxes? Why are
some youth prepared for the transition to
postsecondary education while others are
so grossly unprepared?
Until we address the root of the inequity, we will only help the students who are
lucky enough to attend these transition
programs. Instead, we must grant each
student the same opportunities. Let all
students enter the educational system
through the front door with the resources
and support they need to be successful.

Sophia Alston, Ph.D., is an administrator
in higher education, where — for the past
16 years — she has created and managed
student success programs, built partnerships, and managed grants. In addition, she has over 10 years of teaching
experience in higher education focusing
on education, race and ethnicity. These
experiences have provided her with an indepth understanding of what is needed
to cultivate student success with a focus
on equity. She also serves as a consultant
to organizations and individuals around
student success programming, career
and technical education, equity issues,
and leadership development. Email her at
wardsophia@gmail.com.
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Powerful Relationships
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By Jenny Campbell & Ginger Tedder
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P

ublic education has evolved tremendously
over the past few decades. The United States
of America is experiencing a shift in how
we view and speak about the strength of
differences. Educators are taking action to
embrace diversity.

Teachers, students and stakeholders
need equitable learning environments.
Mississippi’s New Teacher Induction (NTI) program offers a
model of professional learning, innovating to provide access
to a diverse community of learners. NTI stems from a national
study and was adapted by The Mississippi State University
(MSU) Research and Curriculum Unit (RCU) in collaboration
with the Mississippi Department of Education (MDE) in 2012
to personalize instructional practices. The goals:
• To provide equitable learning opportunities for all career
and technical education (CTE) in Mississippi
• To provide support to new teachers who enter the classroom directly from the workforce
Though MSU’s RCU has been training CTE teachers since
the 1970s, the NTI program was developed and revised by the
National Research Center for Career and Technical Education
(NRCCTE), 2008–2012. NRCCTE commissioned the development of an induction model to address the needs of teacher
preparation for alternate route CTE teachers. Mississippi fully
implemented and adapted the program during the 2012–13
school year.
This yearlong program requires participants to complete
196 hours of professional development, on-site support, coaching and mentoring, while teaching full-time in a CTE classroom. The NTI program was modified to include a community
of support to meet the needs of Mississippi teachers in 2013.
The foundation of the program promotes an inclusive culture.
NTI program teachers undergo rigorous training, a digital literacy certification test, a weeklong summer method training
and a certificate of online learning essentials, after which they
can gain state licensure in their chosen pathway.
Inclusivity and relationships are continuously being built
into the foundation of the NTI program. NTI nurtures these
characteristics through reflection within four foundational
learning modules:
• Instructional strategies
• Instructional planning
• Classroom assessment
• Classroom management
acteonline.org
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Embrace the challenge
to build inclusivity.
CTE teachers make a lasting impact
on their communities as instructional leaders. These role models — NTI
participants — learned to adapt at a
rapid pace, to respond to the constant
learning challenges of the last year. The
challenges continue to highlight the
importance of equity in representation
among teachers and an immense need
to increase access to high-quality CTE
for all Mississippians. This article highlights how we tailored the program to
immerse NTI participants in an inclusive culture. NTI emphasizes the impor-

According to National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES, 2020),
in 2017–18,
All public secondary teachers

64% women

36% men

All public elementary and secondary teachers

79% white

7% Black

Overall, that year,
teachers in Mississippi
80% women 20% men;
73% white
26% Black
(Mississippi Department of Education, 2019).

The 2020–21 NTI cohort
52% men
48% women
55% white
45% Black teachers
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tance of relationships, building community and cultural acceptance.
Mississippi has a complex history of
gender and racial inequality. NTI program
leadership acknowledges this past, and
has worked to build a foundation of teachers who represent the cultural diversity of
all our citizens.

Take teacher preparation
to new (virtual) heights!

When the pandemic hit and education
went virtual, so did the NTI program.
School closures affected the framework
of the program as instructors faced training teachers in a new way. Each school
district in Mississippi chose its own
method of delivering instruction, and the
task for NTI to adapt and personalize
seemed daunting.

Build a foundation of
powerful relationships.
We know that before teachers can effectively provide instruction, positive
relationships must be established. With
human connection and communication
challenged by the pandemic, the NTI
program changed the approach to become even more student-centered and
supportive — with a continued focus on
21st century skill development.
“I build relationships with my students by simply meeting them where
they are in this season," said Wayne Day,
a collision repair instructor from Can-

ton Public Schools. “I give them room to
express their feelings without judgment.
And I treat them with respect as growing
teenagers.” Understanding students as
individuals, Day highlighted, is key to
the instructional planning and design
throughout NTI.
We use a form of Myers-Briggs personality typing with our teachers to build
relationships. From the results, each teacher is matched with a coach and mentors
to guide them through an individualized
program. Understanding our teachers’
personality types — how they process information and make decisions — allows us
to meet them where they are in this season
and encourages them to learn more about
their students.
In NTI, we break down boundaries created by generations of systemic inequity.
Professional development guides teachers
as they create safe, culturally aware learning environments for all students.
Furthermore, NTI provides opportunities for teachers to openly discuss
educational topics and build positive
relationships in our program. We provide
intentional time for like career pathways
to meet, build professional learning communities (PLCs) and plan together. These
structured PLCs promote the sharing of
experiences and diverse perspectives to
support high-quality instruction.

Build a foundation
of powerful instruction.

Program activities are intentionally designed for teachers to create resources
(e.g., visuals, teaching strategies, classroom
management plans, lesson plans) that can
be directly implemented in the classroom.
Sharing learning experiences together, we
ensure that the instruction is centered on
our teachers and their individual needs.
After each session, our team surveys the
teachers and reflects on the results to
ensure participants are fully engaged and
heard. It’s vital that the teachers, our students, have a voice in their learning.
With positive feedback, we open
each session of NTI with a playlist built
by teacher request. Teachers find and
share common interests and experiences
through music, which builds a strong PLC.
acteonline.org

To model differentiation and engaging instruction, we have used Flipgrid,
Google Docs, Kahoot, Mentimeter and
Padlet throughout the program. These
tools have always been incorporated into
the NTI program but are now becoming
more essential. “The curriculum used
in NTI has opened my eyes to ways to
relate and communicate with my students,” said Glenda Sinclair, health care
and clinical services instructor from
South Pike School District, “I love the
different teaching methods I have been
taught as well as the various ways to
interact with students by using games,
contests, small groups and other ways to
vary how I teach.”
The Mississippi Department of Education provides the learning platform
Canvas to all CTE teachers and students
throughout the state in an effort to provide more equitable access to students.
Additionally, in July 2020, the Mississippi
legislature passed the Equity in Distant
Learning Act to ensure that all public
school students have access to technology devices.
To provide equal access to our teachers, we mail resource boxes before each
meeting that contain a hard copy of all
printouts, any manipulatives needed for
activities and other instructional support
material needed to help them feel successful and empowered in their classrooms.
Teachers also have access to all electronic
materials online and complete assignments in multiple electronic formats to
meet the needs of our time.
In addition to instructional technology,
NTI teachers were also encouraged to use
classroom management technology. Students benefit from the option to submit
assignments in a variety of ways: scans of
traditional pencil-on-paper drawings, digital journals and graphic organizers.
NTI teachers benefit from practical
experience using differentiation, and also
from conducting intentional reflections.
These processes help teachers understand
the large impact they have on students
in their classroom. Educators need to be
open and vulnerable to grow through feedback from the experts — their students.
Intentional reflection opens the door for
acteonline.org

teachers to begin to build a culturally responsive environment.
In a concentrated effort to support and
retain the diversity of CTE faculty in Mississippi, the NTI program:
• Invites guest speakers who represent
diverse perspectives and backgrounds
• Engages students daily in music and
literature from a multitude of cultures
and genres
• Explores varied careers within all pathways, offering links to personality traits
• Focuses on student-centered instructional strategies
• Utilizes technology-embedded instructional support materials

Innovate to make assessments
more relevant.
Demonstrating understanding of technical content is an important part of the
learning process. Most educators are familiar with formal pencil-paper tests and
informal classroom activities or exit-ticket
assessments. As the world of work continues to change drastically, employers
see an ever-more specialized skill set. NTI
teachers use innovative, nontraditional
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assessment strategies, offering students
the opportunity to demonstrate learning
through critical thinking, collaboration,
communication and creativity. These best
practices model the expectations for success in the workforce.
“I have found that differentiating
through the utilization of a multitude of
diverse strategies and assignments has
been very successful. Keeping it fresh
instructionally helps to make sure you
are reaching all learners,” said Phillip
Hamilton, a cyber foundations instructor
in Biloxi Public Schools “Our training sessions are centered on giving us as many
pedagogical strategies that we can easily
access as possible. Therefore, the diversity
of these strategies is directly proportional
to our success in reaching a diverse student population.”
Making learning accessible to all students includes innovative assessment
techniques.

Project-based learning &
work-based learning

Once students have gained the skills and
knowledge necessary to be successful
in the workforce, project-based learning
and work-based learning opportunities
offer the most authentic method of assessment. These real-life experiences give
students specific communication skills,
practice with the rules of the industry,
opportunity to learn from the experts
within the field and a chance to grow
from mentor feedback.

Reciprocal teaching and
cooperative learning

Teachers provide students with the resources and experience necessary to take
on multiple roles — including allowing
them a chance to become the teacher.
When given goals, a rubric with expectations and an opportunity to share their
findings, students begin to take ownership
of their learning at the greatest level. Cooperative learning strategies develop a student’s ability to view multiple perspectives.

Peer- & self-assessment

CTE programs in Mississippi strive to
prepare students for the workforce. We
explicitly teach the importance of reflective and peer feedback to model growth
as a team member and leader in the
workforce. Teachers leverage peer- and
self-assessment in their classrooms by
allowing their students the opportunity to provide and discuss constructive
feedback with each other. This reflective
tool furthers the learning and parallels the
workforce expectations.

Role playing

This strategy actively engages students
with terms and/or scenarios related to
program content. Students integrate their
personalities and individual perspectives
to demonstrate understanding.
These innovative assessment strategies allow students to connect to the curriculum; they let students showcase who
they are and what they are passionate

about. The goal to develop a community
of learners is key in effective classroom
management.
The challenge of the NTI program in
2020–21 has clearly paralleled the challenges of our education systems in this new,
virtual world. Creating a safe space to design individual classroom management and
leadership techniques has proven to be an
exciting challenge for us. All NTI instructors and teachers had to be creative as we
modeled new practices and learned alongside each other. Best practices include:
1.) Establish early relationships with
teachers to better understand their
classroom dynamics and format.
2.) Encourage teachers to speak with peers
and staff to build a support network.
3.) Communicate early and often with
parents/guardians/students to create a
partnership. Focus on the positives.
4.) Ensure that all students are called on
equally. Each should hear their name
every day.
5.) Use timers to maintain pace and flow
of lessons.
6.) Establish protocols and student roles
to encourage collaboration.
7.) Celebrate cultural differences and
allow students to share their gifts and
talents.

The pandemic will leave a lasting
impact on the education profession.
It has provided an opportunity for instructional leaders to revise education systems
for the better. More than ever before,
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teachers have been encouraged to innovate in their classrooms.
“I took the available time after the virus
hit last spring and dove into a lot of teaching strategies and classroom management
but found myself in analysis paralysis,” said
DJ Garrison, a culinary arts instructor from
Pascagoula-Gautier School District. “It was
stressing me out, so I went back to my NTI
binder… and realized I had all that I needed to be a great teacher. I added a bit of
ed-tech, and somehow I became one of the
go-to teachers in my building.”
NTI guides teachers to think in diverse
ways. We strive to encourage teachers to
celebrate differences and model culturally
responsive practices by building strong
relationships, differentiating instructional
strategies and providing innovative ways
to assess knowledge and skills. This practice engages communities of learners and
enables a student-centered classroom
concentrated on relationships, guided by
learning. The program has built an inclusive support network of teachers from all
backgrounds who learn from one another.
“The NTI program strategically taught
me the importance of building relationships with students deriving from diverse
backgrounds,” said Francesca Rollins, a
television broadcasting and production instructor from Clinton Public Schools. “NTI
taught me how to make an effort to learn
about my students, their beliefs, attitudes
and personalities.”
Understand that learning will plateau
if we are naïve to think we cannot grow.
Continuous growth through open dialogue
makes a lasting impact — modeling inclusivity and increasing diverse representation
in education.

and facilitates professional learning programs, in partnership with the Mississippi
Department of Education, and serves as
an instructional coach and mentor for the
School Innovations programs. Email her at
ginger.tedder@rcu.msstate.edu.
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Examining the
Relationship Between

Race, Gender &
STEM Program Enrollment
By Michael Owens

U.

S. leaders began to encourage states to focus
on instruction of science,
math, technology and engineering (STEM) within
schools in the early part of the 21st century.
The quartet of disciplines became known
as SMET, subsequently amended to STEM
in 2001 by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) (Burrows et al., 2018). Students of
STEM graduate high school with valuable
problem-solving skills that equip them
to capitalize on the workforce's current
trends (Idin & Donmez, 2018).
According to Mau et al. (2019), expansion
of the STEM labor force is vital to economic growth in many developing countries.
Recent data from the United States Bureau
of Labor Statistics (2019) projects an 8.8%
increase in STEM occupations from 2018–
2028; there is a projected 8.8% increase in
STEM occupations. But the existing pipeline
of STEM candidates would not match STEM
job growth and accumulating demands,
resulting in limitations on innovation and
economic development (Mau et al., 2019).
Black and Latinx students are historically underrepresented in STEM programs,
as are women (Lyon et al., 2012). It is essenacteonline.org

tial to address the disparity of minorities in
STEM education.

A diversified STEM field could
help fill the surplus of available jobs,
escalate the global economy, and
encourage innovative ideas through
increased diversity within the area
(Stevenson, 2014).

The following review explores literature
addressing teacher-student relationships
and systemic barriers that influence placement in STEM pathways. The implications
and conclusion sections discuss what
might be done to increase participation by
diverse students.

Review the literature.
For years, there has been a consistent
deteriorating population within STEM education at the high school level. Although
there is a lack of STEM participation
across all demographics, there is a significant deficiency of minorities within the
field (Slovacek et al., 2019; Lyon et al., 2012).
We must understand how and why
students become interested in STEM

careers before attempting to address the
shortage within the STEM workforce.
While many studies focus on improving
the number of high school students interested in STEM programs, there are not
many plans in place at the high school
level to address teacher-student relationships and systemic influences.
Here, teacher impact is discussed within three subdivisions:
• Teachers’ relationships with students
• Teachers’ knowledge for STEM
recruiting of students
• Teachers’ perceptions about STEM.
Systemic effects are broken down into
two components:
• Lack of resources
• Lack of teacher preparation

Improve teacher-student relationships.
Teachers motivate students, and they
encourage students' beliefs. Teachers
play a vital role in shaping students'
interests in particular subject matters,
ultimately influencing students' future
career choices (Timur et al., 2019). Teachers have a substantial impact on whethApril 2021
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er students will enroll in STEM-related
courses.
Teachers' influence on students can be
constructive or deleterious; either way, the
impact is immense. In a typical day, high
school students average about six hours
of seat time within a classroom. Add this
up over a semester or school year, and students spend a considerable amount of time
with their teachers. Students and teachers
make connections and build relationships
that can affect students' feelings toward a
particular subject. Lyon et al. (2012) believe
that diverse students — those who are least
likely to get involved with STEM — engage
in opportunities based on relationships
rather than workforce development goals.
Ultimately, since STEM courses are
elective, students choose to enroll in classes based on the perceived relationships
that they could have with their teachers.
All too often, students avoid particular
courses not because they dislike the topic,
but as a product of how they feel about
the teacher. Agyekum (2019) found that
relationships between Black male students
and their teachers are often entrenched in
systemic bias; students are stereotyped as
nonchalant about education and/or lazy.
Teachers in the study expressed low expectations for these students. The students
indicated that they didn’t want to take
individual teachers' courses because the
teachers treat students differently based
on their race.

Diversify student
recruitment & retention.
A large amount of STEM course material
does not include equitable representations
of success. This lack of diversity leads students to perceive that they do not fit the
mold and don’t have what it takes to succeed within the STEM field. When teachers present diverse recruitment material,
students develop greater regard for the
content area. Representation makes STEM
40
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more personally relevant to the student
(Prendergast et al., 2018).
Beyond piquing the students' interests to join STEM courses, educators
must understand and utilize methods
that will encourage students to complete STEM pathways. It is equally
important that educators motivate students beyond the course and encourage
them to continue within the field after
pathway completion.

Teachers’ perception of STEM
influences students’ achievement.
Just as teachers' relationships with students have a significant impact on entry
to STEM courses, teacher perceptions
about STEM have a similar effect. Coad
(2016) states that experience influences
teachers' perceptions of education. Likewise, students' perceptions stem from
their educational experiences as well. To
clarify, teachers' perceptions of Black,
Latinx and female students hinder the
enrollment and re-enrollment of these
populations in STEM classes. Hamilton
et al. (2015) believe that unfavorable
perceptions based on race, ethnicity or
gender contribute to the classification of
students' educational attainment.
In general, the STEM field is dominated by white males (Hamilton et al,
2015). This disparity, it can be argued,
may lead students of other demographics to not be as successful as their counterparts. Teachers developing a more
diverse perception of STEM is essential
in encouraging underrepresented populations to join STEM courses (Timur et
al., 2019). Joshi et al. (2018) found that it
is common in the educational field that
teachers make available more resources
and support to students of the same
race. And minorities tend to avoid courses where they feel that they will not get
as much attention and support as other
students within the class.

Success in STEM courses is often presupposed based on student achievement
in math and science classes (Wang &
Degol, 2017). Based on this — the pretense
that success within core classes directly
correlates to success in STEM-related
courses — diverse students' self-efficacy
regarding STEM education can be negatively affected. Stubbs & Myers (2016)
concluded that circumstantial evidence
influences students' self-efficacy, belief,
outcome expectations, interests, goals and
decision-making.
Though there are gaps within the literature on how teachers' perspectives of
STEM affect diverse students at a higher
rate, analysis of achievement data and
literature backs up the theory. Black students are disproportionately less successful in math and science courses (Koon &
Davis, 2019); further achievement gaps are
evident with students from dual-language
families (Prendergast et al., 2018).
Many young women show interest but
remain reluctant to enroll due to the common misconception that STEM programs
and careers are for men. McCullough
(2019) believes that there are many barriers for women in the STEM fields, including but not limited to the lack of role models, discrimination, and harassment.

CTE must acknowledge
& address systemic biases.
Systemic influence can be described as the
coordination of all attributes within a system
that encourages or discourages behaviors,
beliefs, actions or experiences. This category
includes all of the necessary resources for
successful STEM education, such as buildings, learning materials, technology, funds
and even teachers. There is an abundance of
data proving there are disparities in resources between white communities and Black
and/or Latinx communities. A difference in
resources influences program development
and content delivery.
acteonline.org

families are unprepared to teach students —
predominantly children of color and of low
socioeconomic status — in urban schools.
This derives from the teachers' ability (or
inability) to empathize and connect with
students, their preconceived notions of
these students, and/or a strict lack of educational practice.
In many circumstances, minority students fear that they will be stereotyped or
will not relate well with the teacher —
especially within STEM courses due to the
lack of diversity.
Diverse students wish to enroll in courses taught by diverse teachers. Students perceive that these teachers will serve as role
models, and they feel that they relate better
with them. Diverse students are more comfortable within these courses because the
pressure to defend stereotypes is reduced
or eliminated (Ingersoll et al., 2019).
Grissom et al. (2017) found that increased representation — more Black and
Latinx teachers — led to higher levels of
participation among diverse students in
gifted education. There is a lack of data
to support teachers' race concerning students' enrollment in STEM courses. Still,
Lack of teacher preparation
various data reports and literature supWhite educators, teachers who grew up
port the conclusion that there is a corin predominantly white neighborhoods,
relation. Teachers must find a way to caand those who grew up in middle-class
ter instruction to meet the
needs of these students;
they must be trained to integrate cultural relevance
for student engagement
(Elliott, 2015).
Not only are many
teachers ill-prepared to instruct diverse students, but
many teachers in under-resourced schools are also
ill-prepared to teach STEM
content. Elliott (2015)
found that Black students
are four times more likely
— and Latinx students are
FIGURE 1: Continuous Cycle of Poverty and Education

In many areas within the United
States, school district lines are strategically drawn to separate populations
of people. As a result, many schools are
separated based on race, wealth or a
combination of the two. Taxes from more
wealthy areas are distributed to the affluent schools, while the property taxes
from more impoverished communities go
to underprivileged schools. This disparity
in wealth distribution allows wealthy
schools to obtain increased revenue, enabling the school to purchase sufficient
equipment and resources.
Systemic influence creates an imbalanced cycle (Figure 1). A family's income
affects where they live. In return, it determines their school placement, which
determines the quality of resources and
teachers, influencing their students’ educational success.
Much responsibility for the achievement gap among Black and Latinx students lies in the likelihood that they will
have unequal access to qualified teachers
and educational resources.
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two times more likely — to be served by
teachers who have not entirely met state
certification and licensing requirements.
Combining the lack of ability and knowledge has enormous implications regarding
diverse students’ matriculation through
STEM programs.

Lack of resources

Diverse students do not have access to
as many quality learning opportunities
outside of school to spark their interests
in STEM careers (McCullough, 2019). Students living in under-resourced communities must travel to obtain quality STEM
instruction and pay, usually a large sum of
money, to enroll in these programs.

Conclusion
Enrollment in STEM courses is dominated
by white students, specifically young white
men (Fuller et al., 2015). To increase CTE
participation among diverse students,
teachers and educational leaders must revamp their approaches to program development and delivery. Teachers exert considerable influence over the enrollment of
Black, Latinx and female students in STEM
programs. To increase the registration of
these underrepresented populations in
STEM courses, programs must also reconsider their marketing strategies.
The problem with current marketing
strategies goes back to the overall misperception of STEM: To be successful, a student must be a white male who is successful in math and science. Although white
males dominate STEM courses, and fluency in mathematics and science is beneficial, these characteristics are not predictors
of STEM success — nor that they’ll even
appreciate the subject enough to pursue a
STEM career (Wang & Degol, 2017).
Beyond the traditional perceptions
of STEM, stereotype threat is another
deterrent to diverse student enrollment
in STEM courses. Negative stereotypes
April 2021
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and lowered expectations undermine their
academic performance and add extra stress
(Elliott, 2015). To begin to solve this problem, teachers must incorporate diverse resources in STEM curriculum (e.g., representative literature, guest speakers). With more
than 70% of teachers in the U.S. being of
Caucasian descent, stereotype threat has a
massive impact on minority students (Fox,
2016). Increased diversity among teachers
of STEM courses has proven beneficial.
Though more information about this topic
is needed, the implications of the literature
discussed will help CTE increase student
diversity in STEM programs.

Michael Owens is an assistant principal at a
Metro Atlanta middle school with an educational specialist degree in secondary education with a business concentration. formerly
serving as a career, technical and agricultural education (CTAE) instructor has given
him firsthand insight into STEM education
disparities. Throughout his tenure, he
engaged in professional development to
close the gap in STEM programs. Owens
co-founded the RockSTAR summer camp
to encourage adolescents to participate
in STEM-related activities and programs
(RockSTAR is an acronym for Rocking Science Technology Arts and Robotics). Email
him at mowens13@my.westga.edu.
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We are hiring exceptional and dedicated educators for our
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Opening August 2021

HIRING IMMEDIATELY FOR QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
• Automotive Technology
• Welding Technology
• Media Technology

• Project Lead The Way: Engineering
• Project Lead The Way: Biomedical
Science

For more information, contact Dale Metzger, Principal of the West Ashley Center for Advanced Studies
at dale_metzger@charleston.k12.sc.us or call (843) 852-2524

Charleston, South Carolina

FEATURE

Computer Science
in Every Georgia
High School
By Marlena Killingsworth

THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SCIENCE HAS
BROADENED AND CHANGED OVER THE YEARS.
Computer science is not limited to understanding and programming a computer.
Commonly used descriptors of computer
science include the study of how to write
computer programs and the use of applications or software. Schneider & Gersting
(2018) define computer science as the de44
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velopment and design of an algorithm necessary to solve an assortment of important
problems. Understanding what computer
science is, and how it relates to today’s
societal needs, is pivotal in understanding
the imperative need to include computer
science courses in high school curricula.
Computer science and the advancement of information technology has

affected business, education and nearly
every other aspect of society (Fluck et al.,
2016). Yadav and Korb (2012) noted that,
as a technology-rich society, computer
science drives innovation. There is an
immense demand for computationally educated workers.
Historically, the concept of computer
science began with Charles Babbage’s Anacteonline.org
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alytical Engine in 1871, although computing
relating to mathematics goes back further
(Fluck et al., 2016). As advancements in
technology improved, the study of computers and information technology improved
as well, specifically at the collegiate level.
The first university-level computer science
department developed in 1962 at Purdue
University (Fluck et al., 2016, p.38). At present,
while technology and the use of computers
are taught, Fluck et al., (2016), suggests that
computer science merits its own curriculum.
It is essential for career and technical
education (CTE) to develop curriculum
that meets the need of today's industry.

Every student should be given the
opportunity to study computer science

(Guzdial, 2016).

So students can begin to understand that
computer science is not just programming
code. Although this is the goal, Yadav and
Korb (2012) note that there is a shortage
of students who pursue computer science studies after high school graduation
— leading to a lack of computationally
educated college graduates. It is clear that
there is a strong need for computer science
curriculum in K–12 education.

The need for computer
science in education
A basic understanding of computer science and the ability to problem-solve are
necessary skills in today's technology-driven
world. Fluck et al. (2016) suggest the connection between computer science and
innovations justify the need for its inclusion in school curriculum. Technology and
computer science concepts are becoming
increasingly intertwined.
In 2016, President Obama introduced
the Computer Science for All initiative.
The goal of this initiative is to “empower
all American students from kindergarten
through high school to learn computer
acteonline.org

science and be equipped with the computational thinking skills they need to
be creators in the digital economy, not
just consumers, and to be active citizens
in our technology-driven world” (Smith,
2016). Computer Science for All designated $4 billion in funding for states to
expand computer science through teacher
training, instructional access, developing
regional partnerships.
In 2019, Governor Brian Kemp of Georgia signed Senate Bill 108, requiring all
middle and high schools to incorporate
the computer science curriculum (Georgia General Assembly Legislation, 2019).
According to SB 108, less than 0.5% of high
school graduates take a computer science
course. This bill recognizes that technology has become embedded in nearly all
professions in some capacity. There are
timelines attached to some of the requirements of this bill. By the academic year
2022–23, school systems will be required
to incorporate computer science in elementary and middle schools within each
district. Additionally, each district must
provide at least one high school with a
computer science course.
By 2024–25, every public high school
in Georgia must offer a computer science
course. While computer science is an elective, many states allow the subject to count
toward graduation credits. Georgia offers
10 computer science courses that count
toward graduation as a fourth science or
math course (Georgia Department of Education, 2019).

Developing high-quality
computer science curriculum
Computer science curriculum must:
• Include specific learning outcomes
• Define standards
• Incorporate assessments
Providing a computer science curriculum that will reach all students will take

a considerable amount of time (Guzdial
2016). Currently, Georgia offers 10 pathways
for computer science under its Information Technology cluster. Each pathway
is composed of three courses. In total,
Georgia offers 18 computer science-specific
courses; the introduction course for each
pathway is the same.
In the U.S., there were nearly 1 million
unfilled jobs in the technology field at the
end of 2019 (Liu, 2019). In Georgia alone,
there are more than 30,000 unfilled computer science jobs. Lafee (2017) reported
that many jobs go unfilled due to the lack
of trained workers. Industry in Georgia
cannot find the talent needed to stay competitive (Education Commission of the
States, 2018).
As trends evolve and technology advances, the demand for computer science
can be found in industry sectors outside of
technology — entertainment, communication, politics and more (Lafee, 2017). This
is not just an issue in the United States.
There is a shortage of qualified talent globally (Pancake, 2020).
To solve this challenge, Bowman (2018)
suggests “increasing the supply of students in computer majors by establishing
relationships with high schools and community colleges.” Partnership with K–12 educational systems presents a valuable opportunity to encourage students to study
computer science-related content.

The need for qualified teachers
According to Guzdial (2016), “The greatest
barrier to growing computer science is
growing the number of teachers.” Computer
science, as a major, is an area that produces
the smallest amount of future teachers (Guzdail & Meyer, 2018). The Georgia Department
of Education (2019) notes that individuals
with computing and technology degrees
are likely to earn a substantial amount more
money working in the instructional technology field and industry than they would as a
teacher. Georgia recognizes this issue and
April 2021
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Georgia Department of Education –
Computer Science Pathways
CYBERSECURITY
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Introduction to Cybersecurity
• Advanced Cybersecurity

Financial Technology (FinTech)
• Introduction to Financial Technology
• Financial Technologies and Services
• Coding for FinTech

Information Support
and Services
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• IT Essentials
• IT Support

Networking
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Networking Fundamentals
• Networking Systems and Support

Web and Digital Design
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Digital Design
• Web Design

Computer Science
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Computer Science Principles or AP
Computer Science Principles
• AP Computer Science (Contact College
Board for standards)

Game Design
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Computer Science Principles or AP
Computer Science Principles
• Game Design: Animation and Simulation

Internet of Things
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Computer Science Principles or AP
Computer Science Principles
• Embedded Computing

Programming
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Computer Science Principles or AP
Computer Science Principles
• Programming, Games, Apps, and Society

Web Development
• Introduction to Digital Technology
• Computer Science Principles or AP
Computer Science Principles
• Web Development

Table 1 Computer science pathways, CTAE Information Technology cluster (Georgia Department of Education, 2019)
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works to recruit and re-train currently certified teachers to instruct computer science
courses. But there are challenges.
Many teachers perceive computer
science courses to be challenging, requiring extensive and expensive training
(Guzdial, 2016). Lack of funding is noted
as a barrier to the development of qualified teachers (Lafee, 2017). A teacher
who already holds a certification in other areas may not have the financial ability to pursue additional certifications
or endorsements. Additionally, teachers
who have already spent several years
pursuing higher education may not want
to spend more time pursuing an additional credential.
The Georgia Department of Education has identified multiple agencies
that offer computer science endorsements and certifications. Cost, again,
arises as an issue. But school districts
can apply for grants for teachers to participate in these endorsement programs.
Grants offer teacher incentives, alleviating the financial burden placed on the
teacher. Additionally, teachers and local
school districts can apply for grants for
teachers to take the computer science
certification exam.
Georgia also offers professional development programs. Guzdial (2016) suggests making professional development
available to teachers a top priority. The
Georgia Department of Education (2019)
has developed a three-tier plan for its
teachers. Tier I is online, self-paced
professional development. This tier
exposes teachers to computer science
principles. Tier II offers a professional
learning community for networking and
communication with other computer
science teachers. Finally, Tier III allows
for hands-on project-based learning
through conferences.
acteonline.org

Conclusion
There is a strong need for computer science in high school education. With nearly
1 million technology jobs going unfilled,
the demand is evident. Georgia hopes to
lead by example, having developed a thorough plan to expand computer science.
Marlena Killingsworth, Ed.S. is a CTAE
instructor at Northside High School in Columbus, Georgia, for the Muscogee County
School District. Killingsworth has 10 years’
experience in her role as a technology educator, FBLA and NTHS advisor. Email her at
killingsworth.marlena.m@muscogee.k12.ga.us.
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Today and tomorrow, Hobart Institute
of Welding Technology will be here to support
welding education and the welding industry.

Today’s welding students
are tomorrow’s welding
leaders.
Contact us for more
information about
complete welding
curriculum and skill
welding programs
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the world’s best welders,
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Schools Registration No. 70-120064HT
Hobart Institute of Welding Technology
is a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation

Choosing a career path is tough, especially when students don’t know where to
begin when it comes to selecting a career and finding a job. That’s why Express
Employment Professionals researched top jobs in a variety of industries and outlined the
positions, education prerequisites, compensation, responsibilities, and requirements.
To see everything students need to know about some of the
most in-demand jobs, download the Job Spotlight eBook at

ExpressPros.com/JobSpotlight
If you’re ready to help students get to work, help them
apply online, call their local Express office, or download the
ExpressJobs app on the Apple App Store® or Google Play®.

Express Employment Professionals puts people
to work. It employed more than 550,000 people
in 2019 with more than 80,000 clients across
North America. Its long-term goal is to put a
million people to work annually.

ExpressPros.com
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Wood industry answers
the call to help schools
By Adam Kessler

IN JULY 2020, THE SOCIETY OF WOOD MANUFACTURING (SWM), A SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
industry-education networking group,
identified a challenge that many high
school woodworking teachers would soon
face as the new school year began. How
would they teach woodworking while
students are distance learning during the
pandemic? An opportunity for SWM to
provide support quickly became apparent:
procuring wood material, tool, and supply
donations for the schools and assisting
50
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teachers in transforming the donated
items into distance learning kits for students. SWM reallocated their budget and
resources to help as many teachers and
students as they could in this new and
challenging educational environment.

Companies answered the
call to help schools
SWM, a chapter of Association of Woodworking & Furnishings Suppliers (AWFS,
2020), requested donations of materials

and supplies from AWFS member companies. Companies responded quickly
and generously, and it was not long before
donations began arriving. Companies
donated lumber, hardwood, panel materials, clamps, cutting tools, sandpaper,
glue, glue bottles, finish and safety glasses.
In total, SWM collected and distributed
approximately $60,000 in donated wood
materials and supplies from the woodworking industry. SWM also received
$1,000 in monetary contributions, which
acteonline.org
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funded the purchase of tape measures for
the students.
Of the industry in-kind donations
received, one AWFS member company —
Royal Plywood of Cerritos, California —
contributed over $50,000 in materials. Arriving in two flatbed trucks, materials included
laminated panels and multiple species of
hardwood for high school woodworking programs throughout the region. Royal Plywood
also facilitated a shipment of materials from
Roseburg Forest Products in Oregon, which
provided a $500 contribution.
“We are thrilled that we could help the
local high school students by donating
some of the materials we have in stock,”
said Dave Golling, vice president of business development at Royal Plywood. “We
think this is a great program and will make
a real difference for the woodworking
teachers and students.”
SWM received so much material from
Royal Plywood and Roseburg Forest Products that the program expanded to support
any woodworking instructor in Southern
California. Woodworking teachers were
encouraged to load their trucks and trailers with as much wood as they could safely
transport back to their schools.
Additionally, SWM awarded 19 grants
of $500 each to local woodworking teachers for the purchase of distance learning
supplies. In total, the efforts of SWM and
AWFS member companies supported
more than 1,000 woodworking students
from 25 high school programs in Southern
California.
“SWM wanted to do something that
would impact as many woodworking students as possible,” said Saúl Martín, board
president. “This is when the teachers really
need some help from industry to boost
their woodworking program.”
acteonline.org

SWM exists to support the
regional economy
The Society of Wood Manufacturing was
formed in 2017 to create connections between local industry and education and
to support local schools, educators and
students. Its parent organization, the Association of Woodworking and Furnishings
Suppliers, is a national trade association
for the wood manufacturing industry.
AWFS members are wood machinery and
supply manufacturers and distributors.
It also owns and operates the AWFSFair,
a biannual trade show held in Las Vegas,
Nevada, with roughly 15,000 professional
wood manufacturer attendees.
AWFS is known within its industry as
an association with a strong focus on
education. It runs:
• A student woodworking competition called Fresh Wood
• A student competition focused on
computer-aided design, Design it
Digital
• An educational database website
called WoodIndustryEd.org
Additionally, AWFS recently led a
group of organizations in the launch
of an industry-wide career awareness
campaign YouWood.com

Because AWFS is headquartered in
Anaheim, California, much of the on-theground educational support takes place
in Southern California. Local industry
leaders engaged with AWFS to form SWM
to strengthen local efforts to connect
with and support education. SWM now
oversees the SkillsUSA California state
and regional woodworking competitions,
including designing the contest projects,

procuring all equipment and material
needed, and securing volunteers for judging and contest execution.
SWM members participate in local
education conferences and school career
fairs; they serve as industry guest speakers to classrooms and on school advisory
committees. SWM members’ companies
provide tours to local schools and offer student internships and teacher externships
at their facilities. When the pandemic hit
and the need for student distance learning kits became apparent, SWM was well
equipped to spring into action.
“Never in my 23-plus years teaching
woodshop have I ever seen or met people
so willing and able to help me and my students,” said Matt Gilmour, woodworking
instructor at Gabrielino High School in San
Gabriel, California.

Educators collaborated on
lesson plans using donations
While SWM gathered donations, career
and technical education (CTE) educators
worked together to develop the student
distance learning kits and corresponding
lesson plans. A group of local educators began meeting virtually on Friday afternoons,
led by David Sorensen, wood instructor at
Royal High School in Simi Valley, California,
and local educator mentor Richard Nicholson. The teachers discussed their challenges and shared ideas for managing this
difficult school year. The educator group
continues to grow and provide value for
those participating in the weekly meetings.
Three teachers — SWM members from
Alhambra Unified School District, east of
downtown Los Angeles, California — work
closely together to sustain high-quality
CTE programs. Paul Lam at Mark Keppel
High School, John Mason at San Gabriel
April 2021
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SkillsUSA CA State Director Clay Mitchell assisted with distributing donations to the teachers.
Here, Mitchell helps instructor Carlos Sanchez from Alhambra High School (Alhambra, California) cross-cut donated material for his classroom.

Wood Instructor Matt Gilmour from Gabrielino High School (San Gabriel, California) loads up
donated wood received from SWM and Royal Plywood.

High School, and Carlos Sanchez at Alhambra High School took the donations
they received and compiled them into the
students’ kits. They shared the tasks needed to get the kits ready:
• Lam created the miter box using
a 3D printer and programmed it,
and he created a square for each of
the students on the laser cutter.
• Sanchez calculated the project dimensions and cut the material.
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• Mason prototyped the different scale
furniture that students would be making using the kit supplies (Association of
California School Administrators, 2020).

SWM president organized
distribution and worked with
teachers directly
Current SWM board of directors president
Saúl Martín is the vice president of manufacturing at Architectural Woodworking

Company (AWC). AWC produces high-end
architectural millwork, including office
interiors and conference tables, for commercial clients in downtown Los Angeles.
Martín volunteered to personally cut and
distribute the donated wood materials for
the teachers. He worked with several different local educators to develop complete
woodworking kits to be sent home to students. He then cut more than 20,000 pieces
of poplar for students to use to frame model houses and make model furniture — following plans developed by the teachers.
Martín opened AWC to teachers on
three separate Saturdays to let them load
as much free wood as they could take.
“While we hope that another pandemic
doesn’t happen in our lifetime, we are
glad that SWM was prepared to provide
support during this difficult time for
educators and their students,” he said.
“We look forward to continuing our relationships with the schools — helping to
meet their needs and align with industry
standards to offer excellent CTE for the
students they serve.”
Adam Kessler is the education manager
at AWFS and lead staff for SWM. Prior
to his role at AWFS, Kessler worked for a
high-end commercial furniture manufacturer in New York. He earned a dual bachelor of science in furniture/wood design
and fiber design from Buffalo State University, where he graduated summa cum
laude. Email him at adam@awfs.org.
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New
PRACTITIONER
TRAINING
MODULES:
Using Research
to Strengthen Your
CTE Programs

Practitioner
Training Modules
Each module
• Includes a facilitator’s guide,
slides, and handouts
• Can be completed in 45-60
minutes
• Can be delivered online or
in person

Become research savvy with the CTE
Research Network’s new self-guided training
modules, designed to help CTE practitioners
strengthen their capacity to access, conduct,
understand and use research to improve CTE
programming and students’ education and
workforce outcomes.

Learn more at cteresearchnetwork.org/training-modules

SPOTLIGHT

A conversation with Sandra Adams
about taking CTE to the Next Level

MEET SANDRA ADAMS

After the recent publication of her new
book, instructional coach and frequent
Techniques contributor Sandra Adams
sat down with us to discuss the state of
career and technical education (CTE) today. Discover what inspires Adams's drive
to sustain high-quality CTE programs
for all students. And how she hopes her
participation in ACTE's Inclusion, Access,
Equity and Diversity (IAED) Mentorship
Program will inspire others to continually
improve student learning.
What inspired you to write Next
Level: Classroom Instructions for
CTE Teachers?
The inspiration for this book really stemmed
from the merging of two different experiences. First, since the release of our first book,
But I’m Not a Reading Teacher, I have found
myself continually engaged in deeper discussions with teachers on active learning strategies in the CTE classroom. From Alaska to
Texas to Ohio, the need for students to engage more frequently with productive talk
and peer feedback
strategies rang
strong. The first book
built those strong
foundational skills
of active learning.
The more I observed CTE classrooms in action,
the more I realized
the difference in
student enthusiasm when they transitioned from classroom to lab. In writing Next
Level, I wanted to demonstrate lesson plans
54
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that allow teachers to bring those powerful
lab attributes into classroom learning.
Who is your intended audience, and
what do you hope they’ll take away?
My audience includes all CTE teachers
and administrators who share a passion
for continuous improvement. My hope
is that everyone who reads through the
eight scenarios in Next Level will apply
these strategies to their own lessons. We
tried to create the lens for achieving high
levels of active learning through four key
lab attributes — including freedom of
movement, processing together, building
student agency, and relevance. I hope that
the deliberate focus on four lab attributes
inspires others to continually improve the
level of active student learning.
Will you please share an example
from the book? How exactly will
its use help CTE teachers improve
classroom instruction?
One of my favorite examples in the whole
book is the story of how an automotive
instructor transitioned from lecturing to
an approach we dubbed “figure it out.”
We used the “figure it out” lesson for the
“freedom of movement” lab attribute. We
discussed how freedom of movement is key
to engagement, collaboration and increasing critical thinking. The instructor was
reluctant to change, stemming from a deep
belief that content was too complex for
students to understand on their own. After
a lot of coaxing and modeling strategies, he
implemented a student-directed, collaborative lesson. Not many of us like to make
ourselves vulnerable in front of others, so

I was elated when he agreed to field-test a
different way to introduce the material.
He decided to design a small group,
student-led mini-research project with a
presentation. He literally brought pieces of
the lab into his classroom. On a large table,
he placed an assortment of coils and plugs
that students could rummage through.
Doing so made the abstract learning more
concrete. He divided his class into teams of
three students, assigned each group one of
four ignition systems, and gave them three
prompts to explore:
1. Figure out how this ignition system
works. Use the text and digital tools at
your disposal.
2. Diagram the process and illustrate key
points.
3. Practice how you will describe the
process to the class.

Students embraced their freedom
to move.
They talked openly and asked each other
questions. They visited the parts table, and
they asked the teacher for feedback. For an
hour, students were actively engaged.
Were they able to understand the whole
process after an hour? Of course not.
Did they actively construct meaning for
themselves? Yes.
And this is the whole point. We cannot
construct meaning for someone else. We
empower students every time we create
opportunities for self-directed learning.
How has COVID-19 affected CTE
program activities in your school/
district? How has it affected the wellbeing of your professional learning
community at large?
acteonline.org

The pandemic shined a spotlight on three
significant problems in our district.
1. While students are quite savvy with
mobile devices, many need our support
to master learning via LMS, Google
tools, Microsoft, and so forth.
2. Many families did not have reliable
access to wireless and/or high-speed
internet.
3. Though all teachers had learning management system (LMS) structures in
place, many were not ready to use the
LMS as their launching pad for all of
the instruction.
Months later, however, we have learned
that our staff really are lifelong learners.
Teachers adapted quickly to Zoom and
LMS platforms. They all jumped right in to
learn and practice. Our levels of collaboration were incredible. Teachers and administrators worked together to develop digital
engagement strategies. In addition, our staff
worked hard to understand and address the
social–emotional needs of our students.
In what ways are teachers innovating to conduct the hands-on, project
based-learning inherent in CTE —
while keeping everyone safe?
Teachers innovated to make virtual classrooms more engaging for students. Several
invited interesting guest speakers to enter
the digital chat rooms. Students were given
opportunities to connect with local leaders
and ask questions about different career
fields. We learned to perform virtual scavenger hunts, how to use breakout rooms,
and ways to chunk instruction.
Some CTE teachers delivered kits to
students’ homes so that they could access
supplies needed for hands-on practice.
Our welding teacher demonstrated how
to achieve smooth welds with graham
crackers and icing. Video became a tool
widely used. We asked students to upload
videos of themselves talking through peracteonline.org

formance skills or demonstrating a skill if
they were able to from home.
Please briefly discuss your role with
ACTE’s IAED Mentorship Program. In
what ways do you hope that you will
grow in your participation?

I am currently a mentor with ACTE’s
IAED Mentorship program. My mentee
is a fellow administrator. Interestingly,
I represent a large, diverse, urban area
where poverty is widespread. Jim Michlig, on the other hand, represents a more
affluent rural area. Despite the differences, we have identified many common
concerns, recognizing the need:
• For more internship opportunities
• To continually improve our longitudinal data collections so that we are
making decisions from accurate evidence and data
• To create pathway exploration opportunities in our middle schools
We also discussed how we all need
to be more conscious of and deliberate
in the marketing of programs.

We need to be intentional
about breaking gender and
racial stereotypes.
For instance, when my district added programming and networking courses to our
IT pathway about five years ago, we were
advised by Stephanie Zircher, a Code.org
representative, to be attentive to issues of
disproportionality with enrollment. We
then looked at the 11 enrolled. They were
all male, and mostly white.
Zircher explained that IT programs
tend to be largely white and male. We
realized that we had to increase our in-

vestment — of time and resources — to
provide more equitable programming.
Through targeted efforts to increase accessibility, program enrollment expanded to
include five minority students and three
young women. The following semester,
two students were hired as interns with a
local software company. I accompanied
them to their orientation meeting. And,
there I saw the truth in Zircher’s cautionary words. The entire staff was white, and
mostly male. We owe it to our students to
fight to make such high-demand career
pathways available to all students.
Is there anything else you’d like to share?
It has been well established that the
quality of the teacher is the most influential factor on student achievement
in any classroom. My passion lies in
building instructional capacity to sustain
high-quality CTE programs. This involves
deliberate planning, to achieve greater
levels of equity, accessibility in classroom
learning, and in work-based learning
experiences. Collaborate! Consider creating professional learning communities
(PLCs) within your CTE staff. This will be
an excellent first step.
Imagine if PLCs were designed to research IAED and field-test strategies to
provide greater equity. Then team members share their experiences throughout
the years. The end result is the creation
of social capital. Staff become more committed to the vision and mission of equitable instruction.

EXPLORE MORE
Sandra Adams recently authored a course
on PLCs (EC119), available for credit on
CTE Learn. ctelearn.org
Purchase her new book, Next Level:
Classroom Instructions for CTE Teachers,
in ShopACTE. acteonline.org/shopacte
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INSIDE ACTE

cluding publication briefs, online
lessons and webinars to explore topics within ACTE’s High-quality CTE
Program of Study: Student Career
Development.

ACTE’s Hybrid CareerTech
VISION 2021: Early bird
registration is open
The most important event for career
and technical educators, ACTE’s
CareerTech VISION happens Dec. 1–4
in New Orleans, Louisiana. Featuring
keynote speakers Kevin Brown, author
of The Hero Effect: Being Your Best When
It Matters the Most, and Anne Grady,
entrepreneur and author of Mind Over
Moment: Harness the Power of Resilience!
VISION will also provide unparalleled
networking, concurrent program
sessions — covering best practices in
remote, hybrid and in-person learning
— and stories of successful education
and business collaborations. Visit
careertechvision.com to learn more
about the event and secure the most
affordable way to attend.
Interested in presenting? The call for
proposals is open through April 16.

Upcoming webinars feature
innovative CTE programming
and practices

• ACTE’s CTE learning webinars
offer free professional development
from experts on topics such as
professional learning communities,
employability skills in CTE and more.
Learn more at acteonline.org/
professional-development/
online-learning.

• The CTE Learn online network includes 150+ credit courses to help you
gain the professional development
you need during these virtual times.
• Xello and ACTE produce a student
career development series, in56
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ACTE’s innovation project strives to
identify best practices at the forefront
of CTE. We hope to disseminate innovative projects to ACTE members, to
help them emulate best practices in
the industry. Innovation, for the purpose of ACTE’s work on this project, is
identified as something new or unique
at the CTE program level utilized to
improve conditions for student learning, teacher practice or other facets
of the CTE experience. To learn more,
please contact Megan Kmiotek, ACTE
director of leadership and awards, at
mkmiotek@acteonline.org.

Submit nominations for your
2022 board of directors
ACTE’s and Iowa’s Work-based
Learning Conference
Learn about best practices in workbased learning from across the country at ACTE’s National & Iowa’s Annual
Work-based Learning Conference,
which will offer online programming
this April 29–30. Learn more at
acteonline.org/wbl-conference.

ACTE is pleased to offer several new
online professional development opportunities for you to take advantage of:
• ACTE’s new innovation webinars
happen monthly. They cover best
practices in CTE and are free to everyone. Upcoming topics in April, May
and June include Cooking with Canvas; Innovative Connections: STEM +
CTE at Home or School; and Pivoting
to Practice: Making Work-based
Learning Experiences Meaningful.

Innovation project

Nominations for the 2022 board of directors’ election are now open! Submit
applications through the awards portal,
no later than June 15. To learn more,
visit acteonline.org/board_election.

CTE Learn network is growing
ACTE welcomes Nebraska, Indiana,
South Dakota and Kansas to the CTE
Learn network. CTE Learn offers an
expanded collection of online professional development courses for
CTE professionals. Learn more at
ctelearn.org.

New course added to CTE Learn
Signature event for CTE
administrators
Save the date for The Best Practices
and Innovations in Career and Technical Education Conference, hosted by
the ACTE Administration Division and
NCLA. It’s happening Sept. 29–Oct. 1 in
Austin, Texas. This annual conference
is specifically focused on the professional development for administrators of
both secondary and postsecondary CTE
programs and institutions. Learn more
at acteonline.org/bestpractices.

The new course LC-170 CTE Advocacy: Policymakers and the Press is now
available on CTE Learn. This 4-hour
course offers an introduction to the
federal legislative process that governs
programs such as Perkins V and examines techniques to engage with local
media to promote coverage of CTE
programs. The course is ideal for those
who want to get more involved in advocating for their programs. Take away a
basic understanding of the systems in
place to do so. To sign up for the course,
visit ctelearn.org.
acteonline.org

INSIDE ACTE

ACTE congratulates the 2020 Achieve 100 winners
for their 100% staff participation in CTE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agar-Blunt-Onida High School
Alcester-Hudson School District
Baltic School District
Bridgewater-Emery School District
Canton School District
Choctaw County Career and Tech Center
Division of Career and Technical Education
East Newton R-6 Schools
Flandreau Public School
Forest-Scott County Career and Technology Center
Forrest County Agricultural High School
Fort Herriman Middle School

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hancock County School District Career Technical Center
Highmore-Harold School District
Hoven High School
Kimball School District
Lamar County Center for Technical Education
Lawrence County Career and Technical Center
Lead-Deadwood High School
Lyman High School
Madison Career and Technical Center
Madison High School
McCook Central High School
McIntosh School District
Menno District 33-2
Millsaps Career and Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology Center
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northwest Technology Center
Ogden Community High School
Parker School District
Parkston High School
Pearl River Central Career and Technical Education
Pearl/Rankin Career & Technical Center
Petal High School
Philip High School
Region Two School of Applied Technology
Roseburg High School
South Dakota State University
Susquehanna County Career & Technology Center
Tri County Technical College
Tri-Valley School District
Union Public School District CTE

Forrest T. Jones & Company...................................www.ftj.com/acte..........................21

Association for Career and Technical Education............www.acteonline.org

Hobart Institute of Welding Technology............www.welding.org.........................48

................................................................................................................................5,7,53,57,62-63

Lemelson-MIT...............................................................www.lemelson.mit.edu...............64

American Technical Publishers.....................www.atplearning.com..........................59

NCCER............................................................................www.nccer.org...............................27

Charleston County School District.............www.ccsdschools.com.........................43

TORMACH......................................................................www.tormach.com.........................3

Express Employment Professionals...........www.expresspros.com........................49

University of Central Missouri................................www.ucmo.edu/mocte.................2
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INDUSTRY CONNECT

MoEx: Providing Equal
Opportunity for All Students
to Access Careers in STEM

STEM JOBS ARE ON THE RISE, GROWING
AT THREE TIMES THE RATE OF NON-STEM
career pathways. Currently, there are a
total of 8.6 million STEM jobs in the U.S.,
and this is projected to climb. A career
in STEM provides future jobseekers with
both long-term sustainability in the job
market and financial security. The national average wage for all STEM occupations
is currently double that of non-STEM.

93% of STEM occupations hold wages
significantly above the national average
(Fayer, Lacey & Watson, 2017).

With the future of STEM expected to
grow across all industries, careers in
STEM will continue to rise in demand.

STEM jobs going unfilled
However, despite increased demand, 2.4
million STEM jobs are going unfulfilled;
largely because STEM education is not readily available for many students (Moseley,
2019). Black and Latinx students continue
to be underrepresented in STEM fields —
“they earned only 12.5% of all STEM degrees
in 2011” (National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME), 2013). Systemic inequities in education provide barriers
for many students.
58
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Schools are unable to provide STEM education programs. Only 16% percent of
American high school students say that
they are interested in STEM and test proficient (Moseley, 2019). Schools may recognize the value of STEM, but many find
themselves ill-equipped to prepare students for this career pathway. High schools
in under-resourced communities, serving
predominantly Black and Latinx populations, often experience an acute lack of
STEM education (NACME, 2013).
“The decisions that teachers and leaders at the school, district and state levels
make about the importance of physics for
their high school students make a tremendous impact on how many students take
physics, and therefore how well students
are prepared for the rigorous STEM majors in college,” said Paul Cottle, a physicist at Florida State University (García
Mathewson, 2018).
We must bring STEM programs directly
to students. We must ensure equitable
educational opportunity for all students,
developing diverse talent to meet the
growing STEM demand.

Introducing the mobile classroom
The solution is MoEx: the mobile classroom. The MoEx Mobile Classroom Ca-

reer Empowerment Program brings experiential educational training and STEM
career development resources to all students, regardless of geographic location
and socioeconomic status. Our mobile
classroom trailers are equipped with the
latest in STEM innovations. They provide
an exciting augmented/virtual reality
(AR/VR) experience for students to explore tomorrow’s careers.
With a go-mobile education model,
MoEx ensures that all students nationwide may gain equitable access to career
pathways of their choosing. We are committed to preparing students for the jobs
of the future. The MoEx program provides
students with access to the latest in AR/
VR technology that not only engages students in the excitement of STEM-related
career opportunities, but also provides
direct career assessment tools and access
to local pathways.

Connecting students with
local industries
What happens after students attend
the mobile classroom? The MoEx program addresses the gap between education and industries, assuring that
students are connected directly with
local companies. MoEx builds the critiacteonline.org

INDUSTRY CONNECT

Meredith Staudenraus is co-founder
of MoEx. Email her at
meredith.staudenraus@gmail.com.
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cal connection between education and
business; engaging students with real
and localized opportunities. The MoEx
program serves as both an educational
STEM training platform as well as direct
connection between students and the
business and manufacturing community hiring in their own backyard. The
result? Students have equal access to
STEM careers and direct pathways to
achieve them.
The future is mobile — are you ready?

Moseley, B. (2019). Roby: 2.4 million
STEM jobs went unfilled last year. Retrieved from https://www.alreporter.
com/2019/09/24/roby-2-4-millionstem-jobs-went-unfilled-last-year/.
National Action Council for Minorities in
Engineering. (2013). Scholarships for
underrepresented minorities in STEM.
Retrieved from https://www.nacme.org/
underrepresented-minorities.

LEARN MORE
Bring MoEx to your community! The
MoEx program officially launches
across the nation in Spring 2021. We
are actively seeking change makers
and leaders in education and business
to join us in our mission. Together,
we will inspire students and job candidates toward CTE pathways and
get them connected to the business
world. Together we can build a better
future for our students and ensure
that all students have equitable access to careers in STEM. Learn more
at gomoex.com.
For more information about becoming
a business partner or pilot school, contact us at info@gomoex.com.

American Technical Publishers is
an established leader in the career
and technical education industry.
Our high-quality, comprehensive
resources help individuals attain
employment and advance in their
careers.
ATP products feature:
• Blended learning formats
• Real-world applications
• Online instructor support
• Resources for virtual learning

800-323-3471 • atplearning.com
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SAVE THE DATE
ACTE Region I
Virtual Leadership Conference

ACTE Region II
Hybrid Leadership Conference

ACTE Region III
Leadership Conference

April 21–22
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Sept. 24–25
Online and on-site in
Nashville, Tennessee

acteonline.org/region-i-event

acteonline.org/region-ii-event

acteonline.org/region-iii-event

ACTE Region IV
Virtual Leadership Conference

ACTE Region V
Virtual Leadership Conference

ACTE’s and Iowa's
Virtual Work-based
Learning Conference

April 14–15

April 15–17

April 29–30

acteonline.org/region-iv-event

acteonline.org/region-v-event

acteonline.org/wbl-conference

2021
Credential Summit 2021
Sept. 21–22
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
acteonline.org/credential summit

ACTE’s and NCLA’s Best
Practices and Innovations
in CTE Conference

TBD

ACTE’s Hybrid
CareerTech VISION

Sept. 29–Oct. 1
Austin, Texas

Dec. 1–4
Online and on-site in New
Orleans, Louisiana

acteonline.org/bestpractices

careertechvision.com

For the latest event information, visit acteonline.org
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REPRESENTATION MATTERS
1
2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11

12

Across
4. “Making learning accessible to all students
includes innovative [blank] techniques.”
5. They demonstrate considerable influence over
students’ interest and enrollment in STEM
courses.
9. The C in ICLD
10. Internships and field experiences, for example
11. Acronym & resource for teachers that guides
English language learners toward success in CTE
12. Theme of Techniques’ February 2022 print issue

acteonline.org

Down
1. A new CTE facility in this South Carolina place
serves as a model for continuous learning
2. Total number of UN Sustainable Development
Goals, which include addressing climate change,
hunger and inequality
3. Where Techniques’ May 2021 issue will be
published
6. One of four important skills students need to
conduct respectful interactions
7. Theme of Techniques’ September 2021 print issue
8. “The [blank] in our educational system are a major
factor” affecting successful postsecondary
transitions.

April 2021
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THE CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION EVENT OF THE YEAR!

HYBRID CONFERENCE
ONLINE | ON-SITE

Call for Presentation Proposals
Closes April 16

FEATURED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Kevin Brown
The HERO Effect®
Best-selling Author

Anne Grady
Resilience Expert
Best-selling Author

DEC. 1–4

NEW ORLEANS, LA
Special thanks to our sponsors!
SAFETY EDUCATION FOR AMERICA’S FUTURE

careertechvision.com

Join us for VISION’s

highly interactive on-site and online conference
experience that will give you unlimited access to
learning, sharing and networking.
Experience Premier Professional Development from Virtually Anywhere
•
•
•
•
•
•

In-person and online sessions covering high-quality secondary and postsecondary CTE
Inclusion, access, equity and diversity in CTE
Innovations for thriving in virtual, hybrid and in-person settings in a post-COVID-19 world
The most comprehensive collection of CTE products and services in the CareerTech Expo
Workshops where you’ll deep dive into focused CTE topics
The ACTE Awards Gala, a heartwarming gathering of passionate CTE professionals

REGISTER

for Virtual and In-Person Options Now!

Hotel

In-Person

Early Bird
by 8/15

Advance
by 10/16

Regular
after 10/16

ACTE Member

$395

$445

$525

Hilton New Orleans Riverside
2 Poydras Street
New Orleans, LA 70130

Non-member

$585

$645

$695

Phone: 504-561-0500

Advance
by 10/16

Regular
after 10/16

ACTE Member

$250

$300

Non-member

$350

$400

Virtual

Room Rate: $219 plus taxes & fees
Mention “ACTE’s CareerTech VISION”
when booking your room.
Visit careertechvision.com/travel.cfm
for additional travel information.

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
AND INVENTING WORKSHOP

July 12-14, 2021

INTERESTED IN INCLUSIVE AND PROVEN STEM
OFFERINGS FOR A DIVERSE STUDENT BODY?
Join the Lemelson-MIT Program at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for
the virtual professional development
workshop, Creative Problem Solving and
Inventing, from July 12-14, 2021.
The three-day workshop will help K-14
administrators & educators address federal
guidelines to offer STEM programs that are
transdisciplinary, build computational literacy,
and engage with local communities. We address

YOU WILL LEARN:
 Approaches to engaging students from
diverse backgrounds in STEM learning
 Ways to develop students’ capacities to
think and act as inventors
 Hands-on activities that will help students
become creative problem solvers
 Best practices for strengthening STEM,
entrepreneurship, and enrichment
programming

these three pillars by teaching problem-finding
& solving approaches that are common to
inventors, honoring students’ home cultures
and contributions.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE WORKSHOP



lemelson.mit.edu/events/creativeproblem-solving-and-inventing

